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Truly Innovative Streamers 
with Unmatched Realism

The Fish-Skull™ fly collection offers fly fishermen an exciting 
alternative to streamer flies tied with dumbbells or cones. 
Innovative design and incredibly authentic materials have 
resulted in a compelling new range of modern flies.

Fish-Skull™ flies were designed and tested to be irresistible to a 
broad range of fresh and saltwater species.

The Next Generation of 
Traditional Nymphs

The Nymph-Head™ Heavy Metal fly collection is built upon 
proven nymph patterns found in every angler's fly box. The 
vibrant bead colors offer irresistible fly color combinations. With 
the addition of “3D nymph eyes,” a more realistic insect profile is 
born from the fastest sinking tungsten beads on the planet.

Nymph-Head™ flies represent a more convincing imitation of 
aquatic trout food.
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Heavy Metal™ Pheasant Tail

The Pheasant Tail is one of the oldest of modern nymphs and is a fly that no trout fly fisher 
should ever be without. The Heavy Metal™ version takes this classic mayfly design to the next 
level with a fast-sinking tungsten bead and natural fly color options.

Hook Sizes:  #12, #14, #16, #18, #20                     Color variations: Brown, Black and Olive

Using the simple but deadly power of the Pheasant Tail, the Pheasant Tail Flashback nymph 
has the addition of a reflective thorax giving this fly a profound advantage on those days when 
the water can be a little cloudy or churned up. Producing results in even the most over fished 
stretches of water, it is literally a time tested design that is incredibly effective.

Hook Sizes:  #14, #16, #18                                     Color variations: Brown, Black and Olive 

Heavy Metal™ Pheasant Tail
Flashback

The beadhead Hares Ear is recognized as one of the most widely fished and effective nymph 
patterns in the world. The “buggy” nature of this fly enables it to be fished throughout the year, 
as it represents a medley of aquatic prey. The Heavy Metal™ version is available in the 3 
classic Hares Ear colors (natural, black and olive) with a matching color tungsten bead.

Hook Sizes:  #12, #14, #16, #18, #20                     Color variations: Natural, Black and Olive

Heavy Metal™ Hares Ear

Heavy Metal™ Hares Ear
Flashback

One of the best nymph designs ever is coupled with a tungsten bead in natural fly colors to 
create a modern classic. Flashback nymphs offer just a bit more sparkle to get noticed in the 
water column.

Hook Sizes:  #12, #14, #16                                     Color variations: Natural, Black and Olive
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Heavy Metal™ 
Copper

Hook Sizes:  #12, #14, #16, #18

Green

Blue

Brown

Red

This fly sinks quickly and can be used 
as a deep nymph or a dropper. Fish 
seem unable to resist the combination 
of color, flash, and realistic shape. It is 
best fished where mayflies or stoneflies 
are common and even works in certain 
lake situations. 

The popular green, red and blue ultra-
wire bodies are enhanced with matching 
color tungsten beads. For a toned-
down, more natural looking fly try the 
brown variation that has a mayfly brown 
wire body and tungsten bead.

Heavy Metal™ 
Lightning Bug

A very effective nymph when you 
need a little extra flash to attract the 
trout. 

The pearlescent mylar body 
combined with the unique blue or 
pink tungsten bead almost glows, 
even under water. This is the ultimate 
attractor nymph for deep runs, low 
light conditions, and dirty water.

Blue

Pink

Hook Sizes:  #12, #14, #16, #18
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Heavy Metal™ 
Prince

BlackGreen

Fished on the bounce, the unassuming beadhead Prince nymph is a universal pattern 
that is especially effective in getting down deep to fish in fast flowing water. 

The green variation matches a heavy green tungsten bead with peacock herl used in 
the fly's body construction and shimmers brightly when in the water. For a more natural 
look the black variation has a black tungsten bead with matching black split tail and 
wing giving the impression of a stonefly or mayfly nymph that has come free from the 
bottom.

Hook Sizes:  #12, #14, #16

Heavy Metal™ 
Stonefly

Designed with realism and movement in mind, the Heavy Metal™ Stonefly has wiggly 
rubber legs, buggy biot antennae and tails, and layered turkey feather wing cases for 
that perfect touch of underwater realism. 

The large Heavy Metal™ tungsten bead head on this fly provides a bit of flash, a 
realistic profile and will allow an angler to get the fly right down in the fastest of water 

columns.

Black Brown

Hook Sizes:  #6, #8, #10, #12

The Heavy Metal™ Birds Nest is a versatile searching nymph that is very productive as 
an impressionistic mayfly nymph or caddis larvae imitation. 

Heavy Metal™ 
Bird's Nest

Hook Sizes:  #12, #14, #16

Brown Olive
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Heavy Metal™ 
Caddis Larva

Brown

Green

Grey
Hook Sizes:  #14, #16, #18

Caddis Larva patterns are excellent 
searching patterns throughout much of 
spring and summer due to their tendency 
to sporadically hatch and also to drift 
downstream prior to hatching. 

The Heavy Metal™ Caddis Larva is a fast 
sinking, plump caddis larva imitation 
available in brown, green and grey.  Work 
the fly on the bottom in slower sections of 
the stream to imitate it crawling about.  
Optionally, try high-sticking this fly in 
pocket water and around rocks and 
submerged logs.

Heavy Metal™ 
Caddis Pupa

Green GreyBrown

This is a great imitation of an emerging caddis pupa that you can fish with success all 
year long. It has both imitative and attractor qualities that help to make it an effective fly. 
It can be fished on any water with caddis activity, and it is also a productive still water fly. 

The tungsten bead offers a more realistic profile and enables you to fish faster or deeper 
water more effectively.

Hook Sizes:  #12, #14, #16
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Heavy Metal™ 
WD40

Olive

The Heavy Metal™ WD40 is a fantastic 
fly for imitating small BWO emergers 
and midge nymphs. The thin body 
makes for an unassuming pattern that 
doesn't raise the danger flag in the 
trout's mind. 

Available in natural olive, grey, brown 
and black with a matching color Heavy 
Metal™ tungsten bead for effective 
fishing in deeper pools and faster riffles 
and runs.

Black

Grey

Hook Sizes: #18, #20

Brown

Ruby

Blue

Pink

Brown

Firebug Midge

This range of improved Zebra midges 
is available in six different natural and 
attractor color options and in two 
sizes, giving you choices for any 
fishing situation. 

Beautifully tied using FlyColor™ brass 
beads, this simple little fish-catching 
pattern is the perfect fly for multi-
nymph and dropper rigs and should 
have a home in every fly box.

Hook Sizes:  #18, #20

Olive

6

Black
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Skulpin Bunny™ 

The Skulpin Bunny™ won the “BEST IN SHOW” Award for the 
Best New Freshwater Fy Pattern at the 2012 International Fly 
Tackle Dealer show in Reno, Nevada. 

The Skulpin Bunny is an authentic sculpin pattern that looks and 
performs in a realistic, imitative manner. It combines the 
attributes of the award-winning Fish-Skull™ Sculpin Helmet with 
the irresistible natural movement of rabbit fur strips to produce a 
simple, high performance fly that is a real pleasure to fish with. 

The fly is a very effective trout and smallmouth bass fly that can 
be comfortably fished with #5 or #6 weight fly rod.

6 colors: 
● Grizzly
● Sand
● Olive
● Olive Yellow Belly
● Brown 
● Crawdad

Hook Size: #2
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Skulpin Bugger™ 

The Skulpin Bugger combines a Sculpin Helmet with the proven attributes of a Woolly 
Bugger to produce a cross-over fly pattern that fish really struggle to resist! 

Designed to be fished on the river bottom, the fly can be either dead-drifted or slowly 
stripped to imitate a sculpin. Rubber legs have been added to imitate the prominent 
pectoral fins found on sculpins and to add more action to the fly.

There are 3 basic color variations designed to suit different geographic areas and fishing 
conditions.

Colors: Brown, Olive, Black

Hook size: #6
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Super Bugger™ 

Using a Fish-Skull™ instead of a 
traditional bead-head on  a Woolly 
Bugger creates a deadly effective 
fly that resembles many edible 
creatures in the water such as 
nymphs, leeches, hellgrammites 
and small sculpins. 

Colors: Olive, Black & Brown

Hook Sizes: #8, #4

Crafty Deceiver™ 
The Crafty Deceiver™ won the “BEST IN 
SHOW” Award for the best new saltwater 
fly pattern at the 2011 International Fly 
Tackle Dealer show in New Orleans, LA.

A general purpose streamer designed to 
imitate many of the smaller, often semi-
translucent bait-fish found in both 
freshwater and saltwater fisheries. This 
simple, minimalistic fly combines the Fish-
Skull™ with sparsely tied craft fur and flash 
materials to achieve a slim, realistic bait-
fish profile that has great action.

Colors: White/Olive, White/Tan, 
White/Grey & White/Chartreuse.

Hook Size: #2
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Forage Fly™ 

Black

White

Tan

Hook Sizes:  #1

Mike Smith’s Forage Fly™ combines the unique features of the Fish-Skull™ head with 
natural body materials and a “frantic tail” to create an incredibly authentic bait-fish 
imitation that is as versatile as it is realistic. While originally designed to target river 
species such as trout and smallmouth bass, this pattern has proven itself equally 
effective at catching many other freshwater fish.

Chartreuse

Saltwater 
Forage Fly™ 

The demand for the Forage Fly™ has led to the design of a saltwater version using a #1 
stainless hook (tied hook up for shallow inshore situations) combined with a small-
medium size Fish-Skull™ in a variety of saltwater colors. 

This authentic and versatile baitfish pattern has proven effective for snook, false 
albacore, striped bass . . . and the list goes on!

Hook Sizes:  #1

Colors: White/Blue, White/Olive, 
White/Grey and White/Pink
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River Creature™ 

Colors: Black, Chartreuse & Brown 

Hook Sizes:  #1

Mike Smith's River Creature™ pattern 
mimics various freshwater crustacean and 
other food sources. 

Tied on a #1 hook, it provides a tempting 
crawfish, hellgrammite or sculpin imitation 
and proves irresistible to bass and other lake 
or river species.

The authenticity of the Fish-
Skull™ is the secret to this 
deadly imposter which is tied 
“hook up” in both saltwater and 
freshwater varieties allowing it 
to glide along the bottom 
where “creatures” typically lurk. 
 

The Salt Creature™ comes in 
a range of colors suited to flats 
fishing and has proven to be 
an effective fly for bonefish, 
redfish and other in-shore 
species. 

Salt Creature™ 

Colors: Sand, Pearl & Brown 

Hook Sizes:  #1
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Nymph-Head® and Fish-Skull® products

Phone:     1-704-846-2634
Fax:         1-888-818-9103

info@flymenfishingcompany.com
www.flymenfishingcompany.com

Dealer wholesale fly orders are 
placed with and fulfilled by American 
Fly Outfitters.

Phone: 1-877-354-3702
Fax:      1-352-277-0500

info@americanflyoutfitters.com
www.americanflyoutfitters.com  

Who is American Fly Outfitters, Inc?

My name is Dan Tilton, owner of American Fly Outfitters. We are a full-service premium 
quality fly production company servicing dealers, large outdoor retailers and distributors.  
The business was created in 1998 to provide increased value for fly fishing retailers on a 
complete range of over 650+ traditional fly patterns found within every fly shop's bins.

Our flies have been “field-tested”all over the world in some of the toughest fishing 
conditions imaginable. It is our philosophy to only tie with the best hooks, feathers and 
materials. This method of doing business allows us to deliver an outstanding product 
consistently.

American Fly Outfitters is the official manufacturing partner of Flymen Fishing Company 
producing the next generation Nymph-Head™ and Fish-Skull™ ranges of flies.

Dealer Ordering Information:

              Online: Go to www.AmericanFlyOutfitters.com

               Excel: Download the Price List & Order Form (2MB)


